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Growth triggers move for Dayton-based firm
MIAMI TWP., Ohio – A Dayton-based architectural and engineering firm recently opened a new office in
response to growth and expansion in the region.
CESO, which provides services in branding, interiors, architecture, survey, environmental and civil
engineering, relocated its Dayton-area office to Austin Landing.
In addition to growth, the company said a move south of Dayton puts CESO in a better position to access
more talent in surrounding communities.
CESO’s latest growth follows a long trend of the company’s evolution. Starting with a staff of just three
people in 1987, CESO now employs 150 across 9 offices in Ohio, Pennsylvania, Michigan, Tennessee,
Florida, West Virginia, and Arkansas. CESO continues to hire in all its offices.
“The accessibility to the deep talent pool in the Cincinnati-Dayton are allows for our continued growth in
the region,” said CESO President Steve Olson. “Without a doubt, I believe this move represents our
continued commitment to current and future customers and employees.”
The new 15,700 square foot office was designed with internal collaboration of some of CESO’s newer
services including branding and interiors.
A May 17th ribbon cutting and open house included tours of the new space.

About CESO:
From our Engineering roots in 1987, CESO has expanded into a multi-disciplined practice of over 150 teammates. Our
collaborative approach helps to bring brands, buildings, and landscapes to life. With 9 offices across the country, our growth is
a direct result of the energy we invest in finding quality team members who have a genuine desire to serve others. A
comprehensive set of capabilities enables CESO to create brands, buildings and experiences that drive business results.
(Branding, Architecture, Interiors, Survey, Environmental, Civil Engineering).
About Dayton Area Chamber of Commerce: The Dayton Area Chamber of Commerce represents more than 2,400 businesses
and organizations in the Dayton, Ohio region. The chamber strives to improve the region’s business climate and standard of
living through business advocacy, economic development initiatives and providing networking and training opportunities for its
members. Information about the Dayton Area Chamber of Commerce is available at www.daytonchamber.org or 937-226-1444.
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